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Security Incident Response Report 
 

1. Contact Information for this Incident 

Name(s):  

Date of Report:  

2.  Detection 

Provide a brief description of what was detected, and the security threat, vulnerability, or breach 
identified: 
 
Foo1.exe is on the desktop and is an unknown python program, that performs unknown and suspicious 
action. A hidden file, Foo.exe was found in the C: drive, the placement of the file is suspicious, and is 
likely was copied or executed to create Foo1.exe, and the other ones we would find later. It seems that 
Foo.exe might have installed itself to the root of the C: drive, which would explain the mess of files. It also 
appears to be self-propagating both on the system and perhaps even over the network. The files it 
appears to be using are .dlls, as well as a batch file that runs netstat (which lists the ports your machine is 
listening on), then sends the output to a log file, which is then detected by test.py. This is most likely for 
the foo.exe program to utilize for its own gain. 
 
Foo3.exe was found in the recycling bin, along with other files that were put in there, including the 
chrome shortcut, chrome installer, and antivirus installer. An added user account was found with the 
name “suspicious”, and contained several “foo” files on it, which was obviously created by someone else. 
Foo2.exe was found in “ftproot” meaning it was likely downloaded using FTP. Both computer and web & 
email protection from the antivirus have been disabled, and there has never been a virus scan. The 
entirety of namespace_pkgs found in test_importlib which is a part of Python was infected with foo 
folders. Four other python files were also found to have foo in their name and were deleted. Windows 
Firewall was found to be turned off. 
 

3. Response 

Provide a brief description of the actions you took to contain and eradicate the security threat, 
vulnerability, or breach: 
 
For all of the files found, the executables were converted into .pngs (harmless image files) and placed 
into a temporary folder, which was deleted after everything was thought to have been found. 
All of the antivirus protections that were off were reenabled, and a deep scan was started and 
completed. 
The “suspicious” user account was deleted in its entirety (which crashed the VM which means we’re 
doing something right) 

4. Recovery 
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Provide a brief description of the actions you took to recover any affected data:  
 
There was some data stored in the recycling bin, including the chrome shortcut, and an installers folder 
which contained installers for the antivirus on the system and for Chrome, which were restored. 
 

5. Identify 

Provide a brief description of any assets you identified that need to be protected: 
 
The computer and its data. 
 

6. Protect 

Provide a brief description of the actions you took to protect your assets from future threats: 
 
Windows defender was reenabled. FTP and its related services were disabled in the input and output 
rules in the firewall settings, along with the netbios and smb settings also found on there. Any http 
inbound rules were also disabled. 
A screen saver was added to the device so that the laptop would automatically go into sleep mode after 
1-3 minute(s) of inactivity. This would display the logon screen upon coming out of sleep mode. 
Teach Josh about physical computer security and how to use Win-l to lock your computer (theoretical). 

 

7. Lessons Learned 

Please describe two lessons your team learned while solving this problem. 
 
 

 
Antivirus is useful, but it certainly isn’t the end-all-be-all and won’t be able to catch everything. 
Physical protection is the first step in defending against digital threats. 
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8. Other Information 

Please provide any additional information you feel important. 
 
The public should be further educated on physical security of devices. 
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